
AUCTION 2017 WE NEED YOU!!!!   

THE ULTIMATE 80’s REWIND   
 

Next year’s auction is scheduled for February 11, 2017.  Kim Neville Frankel has stepped up to be our 

auction chair.  We need your help in volunteering to chair one of the auction sub-committees.  Please look 

over the below list and let us know how you can help!!!   As a team we will plan the Ultimate 80’s party!! 

 

AUCTION CHAIR:  KIM NEVILLE FRANKEL  “I’m so Excited”    

 

RESERVATIONS:  (RENEE YARRISH) This person uses our auction software to log in 

reservations, attendees, placing them at seating assignments, based on who they want to sit with.  “That’s 

What Friends Are For……”    

 

TABLE DECORATIONS (KATIE WINSON)  This person works hand in hand with the decoration 

chair to come up with tables centerpieces for Holy Family Hall tables.  This person also coordinates place 

settings and works on patron table gifts for our exclusive tables.  “The Look”  

 

FACILITIES/CLEAN UP (CHRIS ANDERSON AND FRANK PEDROZA)  This chair 

coordinates the set up of tables, chairs, tablecloths and napkins, trashcans and all facility issues.  This person 

has a crew who help with set up and also helps coordinate the tear down/clean up the day after the auction.  

“Another One Bites the Dust”  

 

FOOD (MJ AHLIN) This chair helps decide what menu we will have for the auction and works with 

getting bids from 3 caterers and along with chair decides on menu/food/dessert items.  This person also 

helps with set up, napkins folds, water glasses etc with a group of volunteers.  “Hungry like the 

Wolf……  

 

CLASSROOM PROJECTS/BASKETS (KELLY LOVE)   This person helps coordinate with the 

room parents, the classroom projects and baskets.  This person talks at the back to school room parent 

breakfast and coordinates with monthly emails the deadlines needed to make these baskets and projects 

great.  This person helps will set up the days before the auction so items will be displayed. “Together 

Forever”  

 

CHAIR POSITIONS THAT NEED TO BE FILLED!!!!  Come on join our team. 

  

 

 

SOLICITATIONS:  (CHAIR NEEDED)   Sales people we need you!!!  This person along with the 

Advancement Director sends out letters to past donors.  The chair is in charge of helping get 15 to 20 callers 

and then making sure they all make the calls to past donors from October through January.  Each caller 

would call around 20 past donors.  These are donors who have given in the past.  The letters go out in 

September/October.  Solicitors follow up with these past donors to obtain a donation for the auction.  The 

chair also helps think of new possible contacts and helps get letters out to them as well as research new 

online donations.  “Call Me, any, any time!”  

 

PARTY BOARDS (CHAIR NEEDED) This chair creates the displays for the 8 partyboards we will 

try to sell at the auction.  The chair works with our past party board hosts to renew the most popular party 

boards for the upcoming year, and ideally, would find 3-4 new hosts for new events that appeal to a variety 

of interests.  This chair write ups enticing descriptions for each party which should be completed 1 month 



prior to auction.  Display boards advertising these events are set up the day before the auction.  Party On!!!!   

“Party like it’s 1999”  

 

CORPORATE/PATRON TABLE SOLICATIONS (CHAIR NEEDED)  This chair helps seek 

sponsorships and underwriting for the annual auction from corporations for levels $500 to $5000.   Letters 

go out in November and follow up calls are made in December/January.   This person works with the 

auction chair and advancement office to help think of the corporate sponsor level names that fit with the 

80’s theme and brainstorm on parents/corporations to contact for sponsorships. “Need you Tonight”  

 

 

 

ROOM DECORATIONS: (CHAIR NEEDED)  Do you  like to dream big, love to decorate, love 

pinterest and want to come up with ideas to decorate the Holy Family Hall so that it will be transformed into 

an 80’s rewind room.  This chair gets a committee of creative types to help decorate the check in hall, 

breezeway and Holy Family Hall to fit our 80’s theme.   A budget is given for you to help purchase items so 

decorating is a cinch.  If you loved the 80’s style this is the job for you!!!  “Sweet dreams are made of 

these…..”   

 

 

BAR (CHAIR NEEDED) This person helps coordinate what beverages will be served in the bars, in 

the gym and Holy Family Hall.   The Bar Chair has to work within a budget with vendors on getting 

donations (we have contacts), helps obtain permits, and purchases the alcohol needed.  They also setup the 

bar areas needed. The chairs also coordinate volunteer bartenders for the evening, which may require 

working the night of the auction if needed.  “Rock the Casbah (Cash Bar)”    

 

CASHIER/DISBURSEMENTS (CHAIR NEEDED)  This Chair works the night of the auction with 

a group of volunteers.  This chair helps during check in, packaging items for disbursement/collection and 

then helps with check out and printing invoices for bidders at the end of the night.   This person will learn 

the auction software computer system prior to the auction, learns how to swipe the credit card and then train 

other volunteers.  “Celebration”   

 

RAFFLE:  (CHAIR NEEDED)   This Chair runs the student raffle for 5 weeks prior to the auction.   

The Chair organizes the Kickoff Assembly which is in December and then the raffle runs the 5 weeks in 

January prior to the auction.   This chair helps plan for the kick off assembly, run contests, create 

motivational incentives so students will sell tickets.  This person helps coordinate volunteers to count money 

and ticket sales on a weekly basis and processes the deposits.  “Thank My Lucky Stars”   

 

PUBLICITY: (CHAIR NEEDED) The Publicity Chair helps advertise the event via a monthly 

electronic newsletter, posting on facebook, flyers, posters etc.  The chair tries to publicize the event and get 

people involved whether it is providing a donation or attending.    This chair must have strong computer 

skills.  “Hello”  

 

LIVE: (CHAIR NEEDED) This person works with the Auction Chair and Advancement office to 

help acquire items for the live auction.  This chair also prepares the powerpoint for the live auction, secures 

volunteers to display items before / during the auction, and secures the runners and spotters to run the live 

auction from 8:30 p.m to 9:45 p.m in the Hall.  This is not that time consuming of a job but does require you 

to work the night of the auction from 8:30 to 10:00 p.m.  “Let’s Go Crazy”    

 



SILENT AUCTION (CHAIR NEEDED)  This person is responsible for packaging items and 

making them look appealing for the silent auction.  This person gets his/her team together and helps put 

items in baskets etc. one month prior to auction, set up the tables in the days prior to the auction with cute 

packaging and displays.   “Invisible Touch”   

 

INVENTORY/DATA ENTRY (CHAIR NEEDED) This chair helps log items in the database, 

assigning specific numbers for each item along with other information into the Greater Giving software.  

Person must be computer savvy and this is a job that can be done from home.  Data entry is from end of 

October to January. “Abbacadabra”    

 

MOBILE BIDDING (CHAIR NEEDED) This person becomes knowledgeable with the mobile 

bidding system, sets up pre pushes and helps troubleshoot the software the week prior to auction.  This 

person also works with 4-5 volunteers during the silent auction to assist patrons with mobile bidding and 

sets up a charging station place the day before the auction.  “ Jenny, Jenny, 867-5309……….”  

 

 

IF YOU WANT TO SIGN UP please email Kim Neville at neville.kimberly@dorsey.com 

 


